
Introducing The Moof! 
Habitat: 

The Moof lives in Switzerland, on the base and around the mountain ranges. The Moof lives 
in large groups called "Fluff Balls". The group sizes range from 8-48, this is because the Moof 
is a very social animal and doesn't like to be alone. The Moof loves the cold and snow so 
when winter time comes the Moof's migrate to the top of the mountains and caves and just 
stay there having fun in the snow until Spring comes again and then they return home. 
During their travels the baby Moofs (mainly known as Moofels) are always in the middle 
surrounded by the adult Moofs because of the dangerous predators waiting for one to come 
into their reach. It is unlikely for a baby to get eaten on the way up and down the mountain. 
The predators consist of many different animals such as a Brown Bear, Alpine Ibex and 
Bearded Vulture. But the Moof's do an amazing job at protecting the Moofels, so they don't 
really worry about it. 

Diet: 

The Moof is actually an Herbivore, Moof's consistently eat small shrubs that are found 
across the mountain ranges, but if they feel like it or there is no other food and they find a 
tree they will eat the leaves, what is found on the trees, or they might eat some grass. 
Before they leave for the caves in winter they eat a lot of plants and start to store it in 
Autumn, but Moofs always store 20% of their diet. To maintain a healthy diet, they must eat 
one 9th their body weight (and their body weight is around 185kg so they must eat around 
20kg a day). 

Description-Features: 

The Moof's height from the floor to its very fluffy back is around 182cm but from the floor 
to its head is around 210cm. The Moof's coat is either a dark or lighter brown, and it's 
extremely fluffy and soft. The Moof has large horns that weigh around 4kg each, and the 
Moof has lots of freckles on its puffy large lips. The Moof has a tuff of hair on its head and 
the Moof has a long tongue that is around 60cm long. They have this because when the 
shrub supply starts to run low, the Moof can reach the tree leaves just like a giraffe. The 
Moof has empty but large necks and legs, because there are lots of compartments where 
food and water get stored for the winter. The Moors fur coat is very easy to wash, so if they 
find a stream they like to take short baths. The Moof have long eye-lashes so they can get 
rid of any unwanted snow that may fall on their face. The Moof's hoofs are very strong and 
well built, this is so they can walk on top of spikey rocks and snow. The Moof does not feel 
anything that is in their hoofs. 
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This text is from the perspective of a pig. It describes the feelings that they experience and the horrific 
actions that are taking place at slaughterhouses. On average, 1 billion pigs are killed each year 
worldwide for human consumption, and each one experiences physical abuse as well as psychological 
distress. I linked this severe problem with the prompt "Curious Creatures, Wild Minds" as pigs should be 
allowed to be curious and live life blissfully. The "Wild Minds" explains the things that humans have 
done and how some still think it's okay to continue killing and abusing pigs in such ways. It explains that 
pigs aren't the wild ones and that it's the people who think it's okay to let this happen constantly that 
are wild. As the phrase was swapped around and was originally "Wild Creatures, Curious Minds", I 
wanted that to happen with the positions of the pig and the people. It shows that not enough people 
are having empathy for the appalling and cruel experiences that pigs go through and that they should be 
able to know how it feels to be in the shoes of a pig. 

Save me from these Wild Minds 

I glare willingly out into the darkness, the pain of being pushed around in crowds, swallowing me as I 
groan once more. I observe the other pigs, their once pale pink skin all filthy and their once passionate 
faces now frightened, I am too. The musty stench doesn't bother me, it more so intrigues me, a lot of 
things intrigue me, the reason why I'm here, the reason I'm being abused, and so much more. I watch as 
a middle-aged man trudges carelessly up and down the vicinity, he dons a grubby, grimy fleece top and a 
blood covered apron. I freeze. A chilly feeling flows through my entire body as I process what's 
happening. I've been here before. 

Hurriedly, I try to break free, but I find my body trapped against others. I observe the room, the 
slaughterhouse, the only place I've tried to avoid for my entire life. Dark memories flood my already 
clouded mind. Flashbacks to the dimmed room, the blood covered walls, the steel bars and the other 
pig's deafening squeals. I tense up and think of why this happens, why I'm still here and why I have to go 
through this, separation from family, being squashed in barren, concrete pens, severe physical pain and 
psychological stress, is my life really that worthless to be taken? 

A gut-wrenching feeling streams through my body as I think of what's to come. I experience a distinct 
emotion take over as I rage into a different side of me. I'm sick of being vulnerable and weak and all I 
pray for is revenge, for me, for the other pigs, for freedom. The feeling of my heartbeat hastening and 
my legs shaking gains control and I find myself running aggressively towards the man. I don't sense the 
need to escape like last time, I sense the need to ambush and assault and finally find my place in this 
messed up world. I go for it. I attack. 



An abrupt emotion of confidence flows though me as the man tries to run, only to be cornered into his 
fate. His face holds an expression of smugness like he has a certain amount of control over me, but I'm 
done with that, today is my day, I have the power. My teeth find its way into his leg, piercing sharply 
through his flesh as an atrocious scream echoes through the building. I could sense the other pigs 
crowding around me, silently cheering me on, I bite his other leg and kick him towards the other pigs, to 
be trampled on and squashed, just like I have for the many past years. I watch as crimson blood gushes 
out of his many lacerations as he crawls back to safety, he leans against a wall and tries to catch his 
breath, his chest moving up and down, up and down. Finally, after endless years of terror, I can live a life 
of harmony and reconciliation. Finally, I am free. I am a curious creature. 
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"MUM!" I shiver, the cold ice against my back unable to move. Am I paralyzed? Swept of the rink and 
out into the fresh, warm air my mind racing. / can't move, why can't I move! The sounds of sirens 
engulf me and the world around me fades into darkness. 

I force my eyes open and the light floods in. Where am I? The grass is so green and the trees are 
huge. I take a deep breath of the warm, sweet smelling, fresh air. I go to stand up but I realize, I 
already am! I look down at my arms, well I guess wings? Am I some sort of bird? 

I hear a loud rustle behind me I go to turn around but my head was already there! An owl! Maybe I 
am an owl! But why was I here? How was I here? And why am I an owl? 

All this thinking is making me hungry. Now, what do owls eat? Mice! Owl eat mice and this long grass 
is their perfect habitat. There's only one problem... Owls hunt with the help of flight and well I don't 
know how to fly. I mean it can't be that hard, can it? First, I need a run up, I can run down this hill. 
1...2...3 GO! I can feel the wind through my feathers and I start to flap my wings. My feet lift up of 
the ground and for one moment I feel free the same way I feel when lice-skate better. However, like 
all good things it doesn't last, soon enough I come crashing to the floor. So, I trudge back up to the 
top of the hill. This time I do something that my couch told me "keep your head up" so I flap my 
wings, even harder than last time and I'm up. I'm flying! I am really doing it! I scan the grass, "got 
you". I swoop down and nip the mouse and land. It's a first but I'm hungry. 

I fly up into one of the amazing big oak trees and close my eyes. 

I wake to the sound of machines screeching and people yelling "BED 3" and "He's going into V-fib" I 
realize that I did not live a miracle. I am a normal person and after falling and possibly paralyzing 
myself, I end up in the hospital, not as an owl. Still I've never felt so free! 



Natalie Burgess 
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The loneliest creature 
As days go by, time goes by, people walk by and the poor orangutan never got noticed. People 
didn't even know his name. He just wished for two things, he wished to be like the panda 
that is everybody's favourite animal in Oxford Zoo and to escape the zoo where he feels 
lonely, unloved and sad. He just couldn't find a way to escape the zoo because his habitat is 
a big hole made of stone in the ground with a dead tree with zero leaves. The poor orangutan 
has been lonely and unnoticed for 5 years now all because of a silly rumour that he attacked 
a 6-year-old girl when really, he didn't, but people still believe it. 

Other zoo keepers are scared of the orangutan and refuse to go near it except for one zoo 
keeper that believes nothing ever happened. She is in charge of patrolling the orangutan but 
she is starting to become worried for the orangutan because he is lonely and sitting in a dark 
corner. She is worried he might die because he isn't happy to live and she just wishes that he 
could be free into the wild. But whenever she wore this silly hat with bright, colourful pomp-
poms and springs the orangutan was happy but she lost the hat. 

A school of kids walk past squealing and laughing as one girl separates from the group and 
goes on her tippy-toes to see over the fence. She sees the orangutan sitting in the corner 
facing the wall and feels bad, she carefully looks around to see if any one is looking and she 
quickly jumps into the enclosure. She walks up to the orangutan and gives him a pat on the 
back and she gives him a big smile when suddenly a zoo keeper shouts "Get out of there, he 
will attack!" The orangutan whimpered as the girl runs away screaming. As she ran away she 
dropped this wild green, bubbly goo. 

The zoo keeper is too scared to go in to the dark and creepy enclosure to clean it up expecting 
the animal to attack. One night in the dark the orangutan finally noticed the glowing goo. He 
walks up to it and looks at it mysteriously and he smells it. "I have nothing better to do" he 
thought to himself. His tongue gets closer and closer to the weird goo, the friendly zoo keeper 
sees him and starts sprinting. Her heart is pounding with fear that he will lick it and he will 
get poisoned or even worse. He licks it slowly you can see a glowing green goo dripping off 
his tongue. A blinding blue light flash prevents everyone from looking at him properly but the 
zoo keepers can't look away either. 

The orangutan turns into a curious creature. He is blue, furry, he has the body shape of a 
butterfly and has orange wings. He flies into the rain forest and made a new butterfly friend 
and was happy. 
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